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INVESTIGATIONS OH FAILURES. DRAINAGE AND FROST ACTION.
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SECURITY AGAINST FROST HEAVE CAN OFTEN BE FOUND IN HALF THE FROSTFREE DEPTH
0. GODSEESEN
Chief of geotechnical Department of the Danish State Railways

During the last four severe winters the
"Meteorological Institute" in Copenhagen has
recorded the below given quantities of frost
x) expressed in hour-degrees (h°C).
The Winters
Total amount of
frost h° C ...
Amount of frost
during periods
when snowcower
existed h° C

1939/40
8500

abt.4500

In Denmark frost often penetrates fur
ther down than 1 m and in moist earth frozen
waterpipes and frozen earth have in rare
cases been found as far down as in a depth
of 1.65 to 1.85 m.
In earth saturated with water the depth
in which frost occurs is much less than in
moist earth. This is because the emission of
heat when water freezes to ice ( = melting
heat = ability of absorbing cold) outweighs
the higher cold transmission power of wet
earth.
Even if it is of interest to know to
which depth the frost penetrates into the
soil, it is however more important to know
the depth which is necessary for the various
types of foundations, in order that no da
mage due to frost heave occurs.
We consider that ill case the below given
depths are used no damage due to frost oc
curs.
1) Waterpipes
1,6 m
2) Structures resting directly on
the soil
1,0 m
3) a) roads
) 0 ^ _ 0 6 m
b) railways
)
at 1) Experience shows that the depth hither
to used in Denmark for waterpipes i.e.,
1,2 - 1,3 m is insufficient, in any case at
places where the ground water level is not
very high and the snow is removed,
at 2) The experience of the latest severe
winters proved that no structure rest
ing on a foundation which is at least 1 m
deep has suffered damage due to frost heave.
We can therefore state, that in Denmark a
foundation depth of 1 m is sufficient to in
sure structures against damage due to frost
heave.
at 3a) Many roads having a 37 cm thick cover
of materials, which are safe against

the effect of frost heave (such materials as
broken stone, gravel and cinders) have only
suffered insignificant damages due to frost
heave, whereas some roads having covers of
1940/41
6500

abt.4500

1941/42

1946/47

12400

8700

abt .10500

abt. 3000

40 - 45 cm thickness suffered considerable
damage.
Roads having covers of up to 50 - 55 cm
thickness are very rarely affected and a
road which has a cover of 60 cm can be con
sidered absolutely safe against frost heave
damage.
at 3h) During the severe winters frost heaye
of tracks have been observed on many
places on the Danish State Railways tracks
especially in cuttings but also on low em
bankments.
The largest number of places where frost
heave occurred and also where frost heave
of the greatest magnitude took place, was
to be found on the secondary railway lines,
where the thickness of the ballast is small.
On the newly ballasted trunk roads where the
thickness of sleeper, broken stone and bottom
ballast is 50 cm, generally no cases of frost
heave was found, with exception of at culverts
and on bridges. Quite exceptionally, and of
ten only in one of the severe ^winters frost
heave occurred in places where the distance
from the top of the sleeper to the foundation
level was somewhat more than 50 cm. In such
cases the soil was of a type most likely to
be affected by frost and the ballast consist
ed mostly of broken stones (which are less
effective as an insulater as gravel). In one
of the cases the ground water level was even
as high as 7 cm below the formation level.
This fits well together with the wellknown
fact that drainage in general is without ef
fect as far as preventing frost heave.
x) By the amount of frost in a winter is
understood 24 times the sum of the average
day and night temperature of all days and
nights when the average temperature was
below zero (in Centrigradesj.

